national database
for bringing all
stops throughout
the uk into a
central store

Introductions and Intro

NaPTAN is....

Accessibility

What is a Bus Stop?
Agree

Disagree

ensure that a
NaPTAN record
actually refers to a
location where
accessibility has
been assessed and
noted n the data.

Missing: real time
display, which is a
bridge between
logical and physical

National Public
Transport Access
Nodes.

Public transport
access database.
Location information
for route maps and
drivers.

database to show
all transport nodes
including bus
stops, train
stations, airpots,
sea ports etc.

Database of all
public transport
bus stops etc inc
GPS information
and text
descriptions for
locality

Naptan is the national
database of where all
bus stops, train
stations, tram stops,
airport and any other
public transport mode
is held

agree

Agree

A database of all public
transport interfaces
referenced by a unique
code/number

A database of
bus stops etc
where access
to public
transport can
be made.

The most used
and unknown
data set ever!

Hail and
Ride?

Hail and Ride,
flagged in
NaPTAN, but
not marked

Might be just
a flag, might
even be hail
and ride!

rural stops
can be
much more
basic.

...a database of all public
transport access nodes
(bus stops, railway stations,
taxi ranks, ports, airports
etc.) in Great Britain.

One thing we could fix is...

Downloading Files

Agree

Highlight
accessible and
inaccessible stops
in the data, but
difficult to cover
all bases.

...provide a safe
means of crossing
the road to and from
every stop.

...position shelters so
they don't form a
barrier between
pavement and bus.

...actually make it possible for
buses to stop parallel to the kerb
at stops, by ensuring the bus stop
zone is long enough at both
beginning and end, and ensuring
every stop has properly enforced
parking restrictions.
Consider acess
to and from bus
stop. Nos simply
the bus stop
ocation itself

Accessibility

I would make
accessibility
avaliable in
more rural
areas

How would you?
This is a title...
Brief description of
physical stop so
users know what
to expect, but
could be hard to
keep up to date.

our services would
be open to more
people with
special individual
needs outside the
urban areas

that NaPtan could
be used to define
locations which
must be kept clear
for buses to access
and for passengers
to use

NaPTAN should be
more than just a dot on
a map- it should indicate
that a point is accessible
for all users.
New developments need to
consider bus stop provision
from the start.. Bus operators
should be consulted and not
simply left to developers /
planners.

A stop is a place where people
can board a bus. If doesnt need
to have anything physical at that
locations to show its a stop

Greater enforcements
and penalties for
blocking bus stops
when DDA
requirements
breached. Standard
bus stop heights to
match vehicle types.

Inform Wheelchair users
whether the next bus has
a wheelchair space
available

Where a
bus stops

Agree

What would change for you?

If I could I would ...
Kerbs need
to be
adjusted.

NaPtan should have
markers about raised
kerb on not to a
standard Stop
should be raised
kerb and have hard
standing

This is a title...

Working with us... (BODS/NaPTAN)

Other DfT systems used

XML/CSV (JSON?)

API

I download csv and xml as
both whole sets or
selected sets. It depends
on which data system I
need it for. It's annoying
when you change a
setting on the website and
it defaults back to the top
of the page

Good idea, if the update
could reach different
types of software. Would
be handy if you could
choose to update all
stops except those you
have manually changed.

This is a title...

Everything? Selections? Updates?
I don't download NaPTAN data
because it's not of good enough
quality. Instead I edit stop data in
our planning system manually on an
ad hoc basis. The NaPTAN viewer
that ITO used to provide was
fantastic for this, and I miss it. :)

We use systems like ITO
to update our schedules/
routes as we need to.
This is updated internally,
but we don't access a
general database.

An interactive map
An
interactive
showing Naptan codes
and
positions
would be
map
of Naptan
helpful. This used to be
codes
and
provided by the
software company
locations
would
'Passenger' but not any
be longer.
helpful.

I normally receive updates
from our supplier. The only
time I ever need to dowload
files myself is for our Next Stop
Announcement programme
and I have found it fine for this
purpose., although to stop
names need elaborating to be
meaningful.

We receiev NaPTAN updates from our software
supplier. THese arrive in MDB format. The
software company is responsive and sends
through the data quickley but in an ideal world
the software would automatically update itself
so we do not need to request updated NaPTAN
Data. We only ask for stops in areas that our
group of companies serve but as we have
some long distance coach routes this means we
need data for some areas outside our normal
area of operation just to get a handful of stops.
(e.g. to get Gatwick Airport we need to get the
whole of West Sussex).

Contact details:
Adrian Falconer
adrian.falconer@dft.gov.uk

BODS

...ensure there is a reliable,
consistent way for operators
etc. to provide feedback,
suggest updates and the like
to authorities responsible for
NaPTAN data.

NaPTAN,
BODS, Real
Time Info

FARES

NAPTAN

RV

RV

What gives you Joy?

REALTIME
BUS INFO

STREET MANAGER

By You personally

RV
NPTG

I think it is good that
public transport can
be coded in a way
that enables
information to be
shared and used in a
range of applications

EBSR

INCIDENT
REPORTING

Atco code is a simple
way of communicating
a n exact stop to others
via TXC Files

BODS

RV

EBSR

FARES

NAPTAN

REALTIME
BUS INFO

STREET MANAGER

By other members of your team

What frustrates you?

that the quality of
data provided by local
authorities is
sometimes lacking as has been
mentioned already
with stop naming,
accessibiiity, etc

A lot of people don't seem to
understand the subtleties of how
route variations are numbered/suffix
lettered and therefore we usually
seem to get "one size fits all" solutions
for how bus services should be
grouped (for BODS in particular).

When data needs
editing becuase
quality isnt
acceptable

What makes you Sad?

Haven't been given enough
time or support as an inustry
to get Fares data up and
running within BODS,
especially given Covid
complications

NaPTAN,
BODS, Real
Time Info,
Fares

INCIDENT
REPORTING

NPTG

There is no magic solution to getting
more people to use buses. BODS
will build on Traveline which has
been in place for many years. Prior
to BODS being the magic Solution
the magic solution was "Oyster style
ticketing" But this was superseeded
by contactless payment.
BODS

FARES

NAPTAN

REALTIME
BUS INFO

STREET MANAGER

By other departments/Contractors

Action Points for Dr J/Adrian

NPTG

INCIDENT
REPORTING

NaPTAN,
BODS, Real
Time Info,
Fares

Contact details:
Dr J Harrison
J.Harrison@dft.gov.uk

